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Is Structural Damage Evaluation by Traditional Radiographs Still Relevant in Rheumatoid Arthritis Clinical Trials?

To the Editor:

Suppression of progression of radiographic damage in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is the hallmark of an effective disease-modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD), whether a biologic or nonbiologic drug. Its assessment has been part of all pivotal clinical trials, to obtain such a claim in the product monograph. In the original US Food and Drug Administration guidance document, placebo-controlled trials of 2–5 years were suggested as the method to demonstrate inhibition of radiographic progression. Recently a draft guidance document, not yet implemented, has suggested using alternative study designs because patients cannot be maintained on placebo for more than about 12 weeks; however, it is mentioned that newer imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound are not yet validated. The European Medicines Agency still requires 1-year trials, or in exceptional cases 6 months can be justified by “robustness of the method or convincing clinical data” with the provision to demonstrate the maintenance of this effect for an additional 12 months.

In earlier clinical trials, it has been observed that the amount of radiographic damage is in direct relationship to disease duration and disease activity, laboratory risk factors such as elevated acute-phase reactants [erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), C-reactive protein (CRP)], and the presence of high titer of anticyclic citrullinated peptide antibodies or rheumatoid factor, and the extent of baseline radiographic structural damage. However, owing to the variability of patient clinical and laboratory features, after 1 year of observation in clinical trials, only 40% to 50% of patients taking placebo accrue additional damage, and even smaller percentages (10% to 20%) when treated with a biologic DMARD, and the mean change is extremely small in both treatment and placebo groups.

In the past few years, the profile of patients enrolled in clinical trials has changed: disease duration is shorter, disease activity is lower, levels of CRP and ESR have decreased, and baseline methotrexate doses are higher. All these elements tend to reduce the progression of structural damage. Because of the design of current trials including early rescue, the median change in damage is often in the range of 0 points in patients either taking placebo or active drug; mean change while taking placebo is < 1.5 points, and while taking an active drug, < 0.5 points.

With the blunting of additional radiographic damage in the control/placebo groups, it has become difficult to show statistically significant reduction of structural damage by the active comparator/DMARD, especially because studies are powered to show differences in clinical responses rather than differences in radiographic outcomes. This has been observed in clinical trials of golimumab and tocilizumab. The absence of a claim of inhibiting radiographic progression in the product monograph of a biologic DMARD has been used by certain reimbursement agencies or third-party payers to deny drug coverage. This decision is not acceptable for a significant number of patients for whom this medication may be the best treatment. While the treatment paradigm of RA has changed over the years, based on several national and international sets of recommendations, the regulatory requirements for the approval of new DMARD have not, including the claim of reduction of structural damage.

We experienced clinicians and trialists in the management of RA think it is time to address that issue by introducing new ways of assessing the progression of structural damage through different definitions or imaging techniques. Clearly, highly sensitive imaging techniques must be added to complement standard radiographs, for a better assessment of new highly effective therapies after the failure of conventional DMARD. Regulatory agencies have resisted so far changing the requirements, because of a lack of longterm validation of MRI and ultrasound in assessing structural damage and correlating it with functional outcomes. Open discussion with experts in the field should be initiated.

While awaiting such validation, we suggest that if a novel DMARD fails to show statistical power in the reduction of radiographic damage because of less-than-expected progression in the placebo group, while still maintaining structural integrity as evidenced by a high proportion of radiographic nonprogressors, it should still be deemed to have all the attributes of a DMARD.
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